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Abstract In this paper, we critically analyze how the concept of negative knowl-
edge contributes to the understanding of professionals’ expert practice and learning.
Negative knowledge is experientially acquired knowledge about what is wrong and
what is to be avoided during performance in a given work situation. In terms of its
theoretical foundation, the concept relates to constructivist theorization and
metacognition. Building on existing conceptions of negative knowledge, we
systematically relate the concept to research on expertise and learning from errors.
The concept of negative knowledge augments existing theories of professional
knowledge by emphasizing knowing about what to avoid as part of experts’ effective
actions. During routine actions, negative knowledge enhances professionals’
certainty of how to proceed and increases the efficacy through the avoidance of
impasses and suboptimal problem-solving strategies. Quality and depth of reflective
processes after actions are related to the development of negative knowledge. The
potential of negative knowledge for the investigation of professional learning is
discussed through reference to recent empirical work.
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Avoiding serious errors is an important quality of professional expertise. One
explanation for expert performance is associated with the ability to avoid severe
errors. A plausible, but yet not widely considered explanation for such a capacity is
the availability of explicit knowledge about what not to do in certain situations—so
called negative knowledge. Here, we propose that integrating the concept of negative
knowledge into research on professional learning and on expertise is worthwhile.
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This is because negative knowledge engages with an important aspect of effective
action that has so far not been sufficiently considered. An account of this concept
adds to discussions in the field of workplace learning. As elaborated in this paper,
negative knowledge has the potential to enrich the discussion around learning from
errors at work through explaining how individuals’ reflection of and learning
through these experiences benefit in the long term. Furthermore, research on
expertise has not yet appropriately addressed the question if and how experts and
novices in a professional field differ in the ways they use negative knowledge.
Moreover, we advance the position that negative knowledge is of general interest to
the field of professional work and learning, because it contributes to the expertise of
professionals more generally.
Firstly, negative knowledge fosters certainty in professionals’ action. Of course, it
is crucial to know what actions to take when solving a problem. However, since in
most cases there are several possibilities to mistake making, an awareness of what
approaches are suboptimal or what actions are to avoid during a problem solving
process should assist individuals’ notion of certainty in their professional practice.
Secondly, negative knowledge directly influences performance by allowing
professionals to identify and correct inadequate ways to proceed and thus increases
their efficiency of problem solving. Thirdly, negative knowledge has an important
heuristic value and promotes the quality and depth of reflection on action.
In making this case, our argument commences with discussing the potential of
negative knowledge through theoretical foundations of constructivism and meta-
cognition. Then, conceptions of negative knowledge are discussed as developed in
the fields of education and business philosophy (Minsky 1994; Oser and Spychiger
2005; Parviainen and Eriksson 2006). However, our goal is to go beyond existing
contributions by systematically relating the concept of negative knowledge to
research on professional expertise (Ericsson et al. 2006) and workplace learning
(Gruber and Palonen 2007) to appraise its potential for effective professional
practice. These theoretical considerations are then integrated in framing empirical
investigation of the development, structure and function of negative knowledge.
Conceptions of Negative Knowledge
In this section, the concept of negative knowledge and its theoretical foundations are
discussed. For highlighting the theoretical reference points of the terms “negative”
and “knowledge”, relevant aspects of constructivist theorization as well as
metacognition are used to describe this concept.
Theoretical Foundations
To establish a theoretical framework, it is necessary to define what characterizes the
term “negative” in negative knowledge. A common misunderstanding to be
addressed here is that “negative” knowledge is bad, disadvantageous, or malign.
Just like negative numbers not being either good or bad, labeling knowledge as
being “negative” does not imply a valuation. Instead, the term “negative” refers to
characteristic attributes described below. To clarify an important attribute of negative
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knowledge requires considering the use of the term “knowledge” in constructivist
theorization. In constructivism, knowledge is not seen as an exact representation of
reality, but rather as a
map of what reality allows us to do. It is the repertoire of concepts, conceptual
relations, and actions or operations that have proven to be viable in the pursuit
of our goals. (von Glasersfeld 1991, p. 3, original emphasis).
In that sense, knowledge in a constructivist understanding is regarded as a system
of representations and assumptions about reality that is closely related to individual
goals and their achievement. Roughly speaking, this means that individuals’
assumptions can be called viable if they do not (severely) contradict previous
knowledge and turn out to be useful for reaching actual goals. Yet again, non-viable
knowledge is knowledge that somehow stands in contradiction to prior knowledge or
is counterproductive with regard to a certain goal.
The basic idea that is pursued through the concept of negative knowledge is that
just because knowledge is non-viable in the described understandings, it is not
necessary worthless or superfluous. This is because in order to reach a goal, there are
often different ways that seem possible and the task of identifying the right one is
very complex and demanding. Therefore, it is seen as having a heuristic advantage
through knowing what is wrong in regard to a certain task: that is, to have negative
knowledge. Hence, negative knowledge can be described as non-viable knowledge
that is heuristically valuable.
In the above given quote of von Glasersfeld (1991), knowledge is compared to a
map. Remaining with that metaphor, negative knowledge can be seen as an indicator
of adverse ways, wrong turns or disadvantageous routes in order to reach a certain
destination. An example: A taxi driver in New York who knows that, despite it being
the shortest way, taking Broadway when going from Central Park West to Manhattan
Bridge is a mistake, maybe because there are severe traffic congestions because of
ongoing construction work. This knowledge offers the advantage of securing the
goal of quickly bringing his fares to their destination. His negative knowledge “Do
not drive via Broadway!” enables him to avoid an unfavorable decision and to
optimize his performance by choosing a quicker route. In this example, the taxi-
drivers negative knowledge has procedural character. It relates to an action that is not
helpful or even counterproductive with regard to the intended goal. Yet, the “non-
viability” of negative knowledge can also relate to facts. Non-viable facts are untrue
with regard to an accepted criterion. This distinction presupposes the two main facets
of negative knowledge that will be elaborated later in this paper.
Before this happens, the theoretical concept of knowledge pursued in the
investigation of negative knowledge needs to be clarified. Briefly said, negative
knowledge is to be regarded as metacognitive knowledge (Flavell 1979, Smith
2003). Metacognitive knowledge involves “knowledge of general strategies that
might be used for different tasks, knowledge of the conditions under which these
strategies might be used, knowledge of the extent to which the strategies are
effective, and knowledge of self” (Pintrich 2002, p. 219). This definition holds meta-
cognitive knowledge as having an important regulative function enabling individuals
to adapt action strategies to the conditions of their application. Furthermore, it
involves awareness of one’s own competencies and knowledge and stands as an
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important prerequisite of competent action and professional development (Eraut
1994). Two plausible ways in which metacognitive knowledge regulates actual
behaviour are to amplify or trigger appropriate or to inhibit inappropriate action
strategies. In containing information about false facts and inappropriate actions or
strategies, the regulative function of negative knowledge is expressed through an
inhibitive effect. This again means that to apply negative knowledge, in terms of
perceivable behavior, primarily means not to do something or to interrupt a course of
action. This is consistent with the above described taxi-example: To apply negative
knowledge means to avoid a suboptimal route. This effect of metacognitive
regulation will be further illustrated through accounts of the procedural and
declarative aspect of negative knowledge.
Procedural and Declarative Negative Knowledge
Building on the presented theoretical foundations, this section seeks to define
negative knowledge and explore its procedural and declarative aspect. Along with
the characterization of the two facets, their value for understanding professional
learning and performance is exemplified.
On the one hand, negative knowledge is understood as part of the practical know-
how of professionals relating to tasks and activities specific for their workplace or
professional domain (Minsky 1994; Oser and Spychiger 2005). This aspect can be
paraphrased as “to know what not to do”. In the context of this paper, it is addressed
as the procedural aspect of negative knowledge. On the other hand, a different focus
emerged, e.g. through Parviainen and Eriksson (2006) describing knowledge about
deficient aspects of one’s own knowledge as negative knowledge. This notion is
different from the procedural aspect, as it is not focused on actions or strategies. It is
better described as “to know what not to know” and shall hence be referred to as the
declarative aspect of negative knowledge. Our examination turns to the procedural
aspect first.
An early conception of negative knowledge is found within Minsky’s (1994)
conception of negative expertise. He argues that experts have a substantial amount of
knowledge about what can go wrong in their domain and what kind of procedures
will lead to suboptimal solutions of problems and, therefore, have to be avoided.
Minsky (1994) concludes that this knowledge supports experts’ effective action and
prevents them from committing errors. However, he did not elaborate further or
conduct empirical research on his concept of negative knowledge.
A similar concept with a focus on educational settings was advanced by Oser and
Spychiger (2005). They define negative knowledge as knowledge about “what
something is not, (in contrast to what it is), and how something does not work, (in
contrast to how it works), which strategies do not lead to the solution of complex
problems (in contrast to those, that do so) and why certain connections do not add up
(in contrast to why they add up)” (Oser and Spychiger 2005, p. 26, translated by the
authors). This definition bolsters the assumption that negative knowledge has to be
regarded as a form of meta-knowledge containing information about false facts and
inappropriate action strategies. An interesting aspect in this definition is the
emphasis on the contrastive character of negative knowledge. This includes its
regulative function as described above. Knowing what not to do in a situation surely
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does not suffice in order to act right. Yet again, during identifying a promising
strategy for solving a problem, one might profit from knowing about strategies that
have turned out to be bad or suboptimal in the past and from modifying the new
strategy according to the “lessons learned” during previous experience. To illustrate
this understanding of negative knowledge, Oser and Spychiger (2005) provide a
workplace-related example:
In a Nepalese hospital, a local doctor introduces visiting physicians by confronting
them with “Seven easy ways to kill a newborn infant (without even trying)”, for
example “Do not monitor vital signs”, “Feed infants with buffalo milk”, “Keep
newborn infants with other patients who have contagious illnesses or draining
wounds” or “Do not wash your hands prior to examining infants” (Oser and
Spychiger 2005)
This episode reveals characteristics of negative knowledge, with the most prominent
being its primary origin in individual experience. The list of ways to kill a newborn
certainly does not represent pieces of medical textbook knowledge. Instead, it arises
from practical experience within concrete work contexts, in which physicians are
confronted with a particular set of complexities and constraints demanding the
adherence to specialized knowledge obtained through others’ or their own experience.
The position advanced in this paper is that the experiential character of negative
knowledge is an important theoretical link to the contexts of professional learning and
expertise.
Contrasting the described procedural aspect, a recent perspective stressed out the
value of a declarative conception of negative knowledge being focused on deficient
aspects of one’s own (professional) knowledge (Parviainen and Eriksson 2006).
Within such a perspective negative knowledge could be paraphrased as “to know
what not to know” rather than “to know what not to do”. To illustrate this conception
of negative knowledge, the authors claim that “we seek knowledge because we do
not know something and we are aware of this ignorance” (Parviainen and Eriksson
2006, p. 143). Here, the authors denote two different degrees of not-knowing. On the
one hand, an uninformed way of not-knowing implies an individual not knowing
something that would be crucial for him and, moreover, not being aware of this lack
of relevant knowledge. On the other hand, an informed way of not knowing
describes an individual being aware of one’s own lack of relevant knowledge. This
conception relates to a dualistic distinction on the level of competence as introduced
by Heid (1996). Conceiving competence as the ability to solve problems, Heid
(1996) distinguishes between trivial and non-trivial competence. A case of trivial
competence occurs when individuals succeed in solving a task without really
knowing why. In contrast, non-trivial competence means to be able to repeatedly
bring about the success, because one knows about the reasons and conditions under
which it is achieved. The idea of negative knowledge goes one step further here in
amending these categories by a notion of trivial and non-trivial incompetence. The
latter means that individuals know what they are not competent for, which can have
different advantageous consequences. For instance, they might set out to deliberately
learn the new skill or call on another person who is known to them for having the
relevant knowledge or competence. The conception of Heid (1996) is consistent with
Parviainen and Eriksson’s (2006) idea. That is, regardless if one does not know
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something that he should know or is not able to perform a task properly—a crucial
prerequisite of the learning processes that seem necessary in both cases is awareness
about the absence of relevant skills or information in the form of negative
knowledge.
The importance of this understanding of negative knowledge becomes obvious
when the dynamic nature of many current workplaces is considered. Profound
changes bring about situations where relevant and applicable knowledge becomes
obsolete and is turned into non-viable or expired knowledge. In such situations, an
individual awareness about knowledge that is to be reconsidered or updated is a
crucial factor in developing and maintaining professional competence. The more
precisely individuals manage to detect lacks of relevant know-how as well as of
outdated knowledge being still “in use”, the better it should be possible to recognize
what is to be learned. According to Parviainen and Eriksson (2006), the ability of
“unlearning and bracketing knowledge” (p. 144) is closely connected to an explicit
individual knowledge of lacks, shortcomings or deficits in one’s own knowledge
base. This meta-cognitive notion of negative knowledge is a perspective relating to
current discussions on expertise, which Parviainen and Eriksson (2006, p. 151) label
as a “reflective turn” in this field. It follows then that this features of expertise, like
doubt and awareness of own errors and weaknesses, are important additions to
traditional conceptions of expertise.
The procedural and the declarative perspectives on negative knowledge discussed
here are complementary. They represent two different ways to apply the idea of
negativity within the general domain of individual knowledge. We seek to advance
both understandings to elaborate the concept of negative knowledge in its multiple
understandings and relating it to research on professional learning and expertise.
Thus, the points made in the following sections are inclusive of both conceptions.
Functions of Negative Knowledge
Drawing on what has been advanced so far, we propose that negative knowledge has
a number of beneficial effects in professional contexts, because it: (1) supports
certainty in how to proceed; (2) increases efficiency during actions; and (3) enhances
the quality and depth of reflection processes on action. These assertions are now
discussed in turn.
Negative Knowledge Increases Certainty
It is assumed that negative knowledge helps to increase individuals’ certainty
through awareness of possible positive as well as negative outcomes of their actions
and through the capability to judge their respective probabilities under given
circumstances. As advanced by a number of scholars (e.g. Frese 1991, 1995; Perrow
1984; Reason 1990; Rochlin 1999), it seems impossible to completely prevent
human error in work life, because complex human action such as is conducted by
professionals is prone to errors. This raises the question how individuals, faced with
a constant risk of going wrong in their actions and decisions, can ever realise
certainty and self-assuredness in their professional practice. Existing concepts that
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proved to have explanative power here are e.g. self-efficacy (Bandura 1997)
tolerance of ambiguity (Furnham and Ribchester 1995) or counterfactual thinking
(Morris and Moore 2000). Yet, we propose that a notion of certainty in work
situations can also be explained by means of an individuals’ explicit and precise
knowledge about what things might go wrong and, in turn, about what actions to
avoid in a specific situation.
Negative Knowledge Increases Efficiency
Negative knowledge is assumed to contribute to effective action. There is already
some evidence for this conjecture from research on the organizational level. Van
Dyck et al. (2005) show an impact of organizational error management culture—
which should foster the creation of negative knowledge among employees—on
company performance. Error management culture was operationalized in a number
of facets like communication about errors, coordination of error handling, and
sharing error knowledge. These variables were positively related with a number of
measures of company performance (i.e. goal achievement, survivability and return
on assets). The results, which are consonant with those of a number of other studies
(Edmondson 1996; Helmreich and Merritt 2000; Rochlin 1999), support the
assumption that the availability of negative knowledge increases efficiency on an
organizational level. Although these conclusions cannot be generalized to the
individual level, they encourage further investigations about what effects transfer.
Negative Knowledge Promotes Reflection
Negative knowledge is assumed to promote detailed reflective processes, because an
essential component of reflection comprises an engagement with individual’s prior and
episodic knowledge. Reflection is commonly conceptualized as a process of re-
examination and re-appraisal of encountered experience. Its importance for the
development of professional competence was emphasized in various recent studies
(Boud 1999; Ellström 2006; van Woerkom 2003). Drawing on this general role of
knowledge as an element of reflective processes, we propose that negative knowledge
is a stimulating element within reflective processes due to its heuristic function.
Remembering and being aware what is inappropriate in a given situation should
enhance the ability to precisely discriminate similar phenomena. Consequently, it
stimulates the analysis of encountered problems from different perspectives in
subsequent analyses of the respective episode (Oser and Spychiger 2005).
In sum, the concept of negative knowledge contributes to the understanding of expert
performance by elaborating a broader base of professionals’ knowledge and per-
formance. Therefore, in order to elaborate these issues, the concept of negative knowl-
edge, needs to be related to existing research on professional development and expertise.
Negative Knowledge and Existing Theorization—Exploring Its Compatibility
Before the potential of the negative knowledge concept is addressed, clarification is
necessary in what ways it relates to what we already know about professional
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learning and development. First, it is proposed that the theoretical structure of the
concept of negative knowledge and, secondly, its theoretical derivates are consistent
with models of dynamic changes in expert memory through learning from critical
experience.
Negative Knowledge and Critical Incidents in Professional Experience
Research on professional learning and development is strongly based on studies and
conceptualizations of experiential learning (Boshuizen et al. 2004). Through this form
of learning, the construction of new knowledge and the modification of existing
knowledge are achieved through the active participation in personally meaningful
episodes in an authentic context (e.g. a workplace). Critical questions here are how
experiential learning takes place and how it influences later performance. We turn to
the latter here and discuss the former in the following section.
The concept of dynamic memory shows how knowledge structures (i.e. scripts)
change according to experiences of deviance (e.g. after occurrence of an error) if the
episode is analyzed through reflection. These knowledge structures assist perfor-
mance in later similar situations by recalling the deviant episode during case-based
reasoning (Kolodner 1993). The focus on aspects of critical episodes which are
perceived as “wrong, but relevant” enriches experiential learning processes, because
negative knowledge matches or challenges assumptions concerning relevant memory
structures. Thus, the beneficial effects of negative knowledge are closely related to
assumptions from conceptions of experiential learning.
An example how negative knowledge drawn from critical experience fosters
competence development is found in the vocational education of airplane pilots. A
crucial element of their job training takes place within the artificial environment of a
flight simulator. The advantage of a flight simulator as a learning environment is that
it enables trainees to learn from (almost) authentic critical experience without facing
the fatal consequences that wrong actions would have, were they carried out in a real
airplane (Wood and Sweggins 2006). One valuable result of such training in the safe
environment of a simulator (besides staying alive) can be described as procedural
negative knowledge about what actions or conditions are to be avoided in all
circumstances when flying an airplane.
The collection of experience, especially critical experience, very often is a
thoroughly emotional process. Therefore, another aspect of experiential knowledge
is its strong emotional character (Eraut 1994). According to existing conceptions,
this seems particularly true for negative knowledge. As a “mental immune system”
(Oser and Spychiger 2005, p. 42), negative knowledge can prevent an individual
from repeating errors which were experienced earlier in a similar manner. This
aspect will be explicitly addressed in the following sections.
Learning from Errors
Learning from errors is important for the development of negative knowledge (Oser
and Spychiger 2005). It is difficult to define what constitutes an error in general,
because errors involve an evaluation based on norms, the interpretation and
acceptance of which may differ substantially between workplaces or even between
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individuals at one workplace (Harteis et al. 2007). The position taken here is that
individual errors can be seen as actions that endanger the attainment of desired goals.
Furthermore, labeling an action as an error involves the judgment of skilful members
of the community (Heid 1999; Reason 1990).
If we assume negative knowledge to be the outcome of learning from errors, the
question is how learning from errors can be conceptualized and why it should lead to
knowledge that has the assumed features of negative knowledge. Learning from
errors at work can be conceptualized as a special form of experiential learning and
thus plays a crucial role in professional development. To revisit the given example:
For pilots, the consequences of certain errors are so severe that it makes sense to
create an extraordinarily complex simulated training environment. For many other
professions, such simulated environments do not exist. Therefore, learning at the
workplace mostly means learning from real, sometimes painful experience (van
Woerkom 2003).
As a special case of experiential learning, error-related learning employs the
construction of knowledge from episodic events. Errors have the potential to
challenge individual mental models and thus provide starting points for modification
of these models (Ellis and Davidi 2005; Frese and Zapf 1994; Kolodner 1983;
Schank 1999). Such processes of modification can happen in different modes, e.g.
through differentiation of the underlying model of action, through replacement of
parts of the model, or through indexing false connections or weak areas within the
model that bring about potentials for errors. We assume these processes to be the
building blocks for the construction of negative knowledge.
A related concern, it follows, is which learning activities mediate between the
experience and the revision of knowledge. It is plausible that analysis and reflection
are crucial processes, especially in situations when it is not very obvious what kind
of error has occurred and what would be the optimal way to correct it. Furthermore,
Oser and Spychiger (2005) propose that also regret and correction are required for
building negative knowledge from an error. On the basis of the experiential learning
theory by Kolb (1984), Bauer and Mulder (2007) suggest a framework of error-
related learning activities, involving: (1) cause analysis, (2) the development of new
strategies in order to avoid the error in future, and (3) experimentation with and
implementation of these new strategies to the work context. This framework can be
interpreted in terms of the creation, application, and further modification of
knowledge that is focused on what is wrong, but relevant.
In sum, the concept of negative knowledge can be plausibly related to existing
theories in the context of professional learning. In the next section, we argue that it
has the epistemic potential to develop new insights which justifies its introduction as
a new concept.
Added-value of a Knowledge Perspective for Research on Professional
Learning and Expertise
As proposed, the concept of negative knowledge and its efficacy is strongly
connected to existing research on professional development and expertise. Yet, it has
the potential to significantly enrich these theoretical contexts. Firstly, it avoids
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shortcomings of some current approaches to learning from errors by stressing the
episodic character of experience and thus offers a perspective to analyze long term
benefits of learning from errors on the cognitive level. Secondly, it contributes to the
understanding of the nature of expertise. These perspectives will be elaborated in the
following sections.
Added-value of a Knowledge Perspective for Research on Error-related Learning
Processes
The concept of negative knowledge enriches the discussion about learning from errors
by overcoming some existing shortcomings of current approaches. These short-
comings are especially due to the limitations of questionnaire methods for researching
learning from errors as a subject with strong episodic quality. To substantiate the added
value of a knowledge-based approach in this context, one current and widely used
instrument in this area, the Error Orientation Questionnaire (EOQ; Rybowiak et al.
1999) is helpful. In this questionnaire, three scales addressing different aspects of
coping with and thinking about errors at the workplace are error competence (item
example: “When I have made a error, I know immediately how to correct it”),
learning from errors (item example: “Mistakes assist me to improve my work”), and
error strain (item example: “I find it stressful when I err”) are informative.
However, deliberate reasoning about the example-questions used can lead to
serious methodological difficulties. Most individuals probably remember encounter-
ing errors that they could correct immediately; just as well, error-episodes may come
to one’s mind, which were most stressful and difficult to analyze and to resolve.
Moreover, while certain errors may have been very informative for one’s own
practice, others, especially careless errors, were committed despite individuals
knowing better. An underlying problem is the term “error” being a general label for
different phenomena, which moreover can be very diversely perceived and
interpreted due to individual characteristics. This notion is supported by a study
conducted by Harteis et. al. (2007). The authors asked employees to remember error
episodes from their workplaces and thereby revealed large interindividual differences
in what was identified as an error as well as in how the events were interpreted.
Thus, without drawing the substantial contributions of questionnaires like the
EOQ to the field into question, it appears that research on individual error-handling
deals with such a diverse and multifaceted subject that a greater variety of
approaches should be introduced to get a more differentiated understanding of the
phenomenon. The concept of negative knowledge allows for the analysis of error-
related learning processes and addresses the above-mentioned difficulties. An error
is perceived and treated as a singular event which causes individuals to initiate a
process of reconceptualization and reorganization of parts of their knowledge.
Episodic markers as well as conclusions drawn from an episode are used in
individual memory as mental warning signs that can guide further action and
experience (Kolodner 1983, Oser and Spychiger 2005). Put plainly, we propose that
research on individual handling of critical professional episodes might profit from a
focus on mental representations related to distinct examples of such episodes. That
means the initial focus of research is narrowed to errors that occur in the context of
special work tasks, projects or even to singular error events recalled by subjects in
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order to capture the complexity of singular error events and to explore the
interrelations between experience and individual knowledge.
Another argument supporting this perspective is that the substantial complexity of
much modern workplaces makes it impossible to totally prevent errors. Nevertheless,
precursors of errors can be analyzed based on prior experience. Such analyses may
help to predict errors and, thus, to be prepared not to repeat them. The idea of
negative knowledge offers a very plausible explanation for this effect. That is,
knowledge learned from an error episode facilitates the identification of similar
subsequent episodes by paying attention to precursors. This error-prevention
capacity cannot satisfactorily be explained through individual orientations, as
concrete and applicable knowledge is an important prerequisite for judging
competently in complex situations.
Added-value of a Knowledge Perspective on Expertise
A knowledge-based interpretation of learning from errors can easily be related to
research on expertise. As noted, an extensive repertoire of experience-based knowledge
is regarded as the most important attribute of experts (Ericsson et al. 2006). Theories of
expertise development stress the role of cognitive restructuring of domain knowledge
through deliberate practice and extended experience. In that sense, Schmidt and
Boshuizen (1993) showed how the process of knowledge encapsulation contributes to
medical experts’ superior ability to identify and solve diagnostic problems. The
reflective evaluation of experienced episodes is used to modify domain knowledge and
to integrate constraints and affordances of the workplace and of typical and atypical
cases which are related to routine cases (“Do it as always!”) or to exceptional,
frequently negatively defined cases (“Do not do it as always!”). The notion of negative
knowledge contributes to this discussion, because it helps to understand how experts
evaluate a given problem situation, such as those regularly encountered in professional
work. An expert does not only (almost) always know what to do and is able to do it
quickly and effectively—experts also know what not to do and thus have the ability to
avoid errors and to intercept and interdict unproductive lines of thought during
performance (Minsky 1994). This suggests that the development from novice to expert
could not only be described as an increase of knowledge, skills or performance quality,
but also as a decrease of ineffective actions and errors. Some interesting empirical
results on the interplay between expertise and error-rate in computer work come from
Brodbeck et al. (1992), who surprisingly did not find any significant differences
between computer novices and experts concerning the total number of errors that were
committed. Yet, a closer examination of the type of errors committed reveals that
novices made far more errors that were due to a lack of domain specific knowledge.
However, experts who could rely much more on routine procedures committed a
larger amount of routine errors (e.g. when a routine was applied in a wrong situation
or when some important signal or sign was not noticed).
Relating these results to the concept of negative knowledge, one could assume
that maybe compared to novices, experts do not have to refer as intensively to the
functions of negative knowledge, because it has become a component of their
differentiated repertoire of routines. This means that negative knowledge would
decrease in amount and relevance during expertise development, which again would
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contradict widely documented findings of experts exceeding novices in terms of
their knowledge, regardless which kind of knowledge is considered. In the next
section, a way of investigating this assumption will be discussed.
In sum, we propose that the concept of negative knowledge augments existing
theories of workplace learning through opening up new perspectives on learning from
errors and research on expertise. Yet, a concern about the concept might be that it
advances a notion of workplace learning as an overly individualistic project and thereby
neglects the growing importance of socio-cultural perspectives (Fenwick 2006). Such
critique does not fully recognize the potential of the concept. At each workplace,
processes of negotiation take place between individuals through which (explicit or
implicit) criteria are developed that determine what is accepted as proficient and
inadequate practice (Rochlin 1999). Conceptualizing knowledge as being “negative”
means putting it in relation to these criteria as well as to the social processes in which
they are established. Therefore, the concept is apt to serve as a conceptual basis for
studies researching vocational contexts under a socio-cultural perspective. However, as
a general strategy to start researching negative knowledge empirically, we have chosen
to seek evidence on an individual, cognitive perspective before expanding the scope to
a socio-cultural level (Morris and Moore 2000). Below, we elaborate this strategy by
sketching current and planned research activities.
Negative Knowledge and Professional Learning: Outlining a Research Agenda
With the aim to inspire empirical research from the discussion above, we delineate
some assumptions for empirical inquiry. Through that, insights into ongoing projects
researching negative knowledge are given with three foci, the structure, develop-
ment, and function of negative knowledge.
Cognitive Structure and Measurement of Negative Knowledge
In order to empirically investigate negative knowledge, qualitative techniques of
knowledge elicitation (Hoffman and Lintern 2006) like the prompting task technique
(PTT; Brewer 1986) and the critical incident technique (CIT; Flanagan 1954) stand
as possible starting points.
The PTT is an experimental technique in which individuals are presented different
keywords or small phrases that activate cognitive content related to the given
prompt. Thereby, it is possible to specify cognitive structures, e.g. in analyses of the
autobiographical memory. Crovitz and Schiffman (1974) requested subjects to recall
specific events they had encountered and to refer to these in their declarations
induced by different prompts. Inspired by this approach, the PTT is currently used to
gain insight into workplace-related negative knowledge in a study conducted in the
domain of aged care nursing. Subjects are confronted with 20 diagnoses of varying
typicality for this professional context, like social isolation, impaired verbal
communication or cardiac insufficiency. Each diagnosis is accompanied by two
questions: “What do you think one should pay special attention to in interaction with
elderly people with the following diagnosis?” and “What should be avoided?”. The
subjects are advised to voice every thought going through their mind in course of
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their pondering about the prompts and diagnoses. They are told that there are no
wrong or right answers and that it is important to consider both questions in their
answers. Concerning the formulation of the input-questions, informal interviews
were conducted in advance to achieve an appropriate selection of input diagnoses.
These interviews revealed that the question “What should be avoided?” sometimes
was experienced as being quite difficult to answer. These initial difficulties showed
to diminish if the interviewees conducted some general reflection on the demands
induced by the specific diagnosis. Most of the subjects, then, were able to identify
relevant negative knowledge. For this reason, the question directly aiming at the
subjects’ negative knowledge was combined with the more general and more
intuitively answerable question to what one should pay special attention to.
As evident in this example, the PTT allows the consideration of a broad array of
key issues for a professional context. Therefore, research questions to be addressed
by means of prompting task-studies are: “What basic forms of negative knowledge
appear in a professional context?” “Concluding from these forms, what functions
does it serve for professionals?”, and “What roles do the procedural and the
declarative aspect of negative knowledge play?”
One critical point about the rather broad focus of the PTT is that it may induce
difficulties for the subjects to dig up their negative knowledge in the first place. Thus,
one possibly interesting way to improve the methodology for the purpose of assessing
negative knowledge could be to modify the rather abstract nature of the prompts to
have a stronger episodic character. As we assume negative knowledge to have a
prominent episodic quality, this could lead to a more targeted activation of this special
aspect of the subjects’ knowledge.
However, a general limitation of the PTT is that it does not allow for the researcher to
influence the situation beyond the presentation of the prompts. In cases in which the
researcher would want the subjects to further elaborate on interesting aspects of their
knowledge, the PTT does not permit any directive intervention during the data
collection.
In that way, the PTT is a method that allows putting a research focus on negative
knowledge in its breadth. A different, yet equally interesting approach could
facilitate a stronger focus on negative knowledge in its depth: The critical incident
technique (CIT). This technique allows for eliciting episodes of negative knowledge,
for tracing their origins in past individual experience, and for an exploration of the
complexity of present conditions under which they are to be attended.
The CIT is based on the assumption that critical incidents are events holding
significant potential for gaining insight into error-prone aspects of a work context
(Flanagan 1954). Yet, starting out from critical incidents could also promote the
reconstruction of individuals’ negative knowledge. Within the hitherto characteriza-
tion of negative knowledge as experiential knowledge, one main focus has been set
on error-related learning. As errors at the workplace are often described as being
stressful events and having a critical character, it can be assumed that they are both,
incidents which are sufficiently outstanding to vividly remain in individual memory
and episodic reference points of individuals’ negative knowledge.
In that, research questions that could be addressed by means of CIT studies are:
“Which episodes or experiences is negative knowledge related to?” “What are
characteristics of these experiences?” “How is the process reconstructed from
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encountering the described experiences to drawing abstract knowledge from them?”
“Which factors influenced that process?” “Concerning the relevance of negative
knowledge—is it seen as subjective or rather as of general relevance?” “If so, is it
shared with colleagues?”
Regarding the conception of studies building upon these ideas, the CIT offers a
general framework rather than concrete methodological guidelines. For the
conception of actual studies, a two phase design seems advantageous. A plausible
aim of the first phase is the identification of incidents or situations being experienced
critical during working. For this purpose, a group of innovative methods that could
be combined with the CIT follow the general idea of ambulatory assessment
(Fahrenberg and Myrtek 1996). These methods (e.g. photo elicitation) seek to assess
special phenomena very close to their occurrence in work practice. In the second
phase of such studies, the identified critical incidents can serve as a basis for semi-
structured interviews aiming at an identification of the subjects’ personal theories
and knowledge that guided their action in the concrete cases as well as the origins of
their knowledge in previous experience.
Development and Function of Negative Knowledge
Theoretical assumptions suggest combining investigations of the development of
negative knowledge with the analysis of its functions as these may vary in different
phases of professional development. One approach to gain evidence how negative
knowledge evolves during professional development is the application of the above
described techniques within longitudinal and quasi-longitudinal studies. In both cases,
the goal is to open up quantitative (e.g., How much negative knowledge is uttered by
individuals of different degrees of expertise?) as well as qualitative perspectives (e.g.,
In what forms does negative knowledge appear? What functions does it serve in
different stages of expertise?). It is still an unresolved question if experts’ superior
availability of routines leads to a decreased importance of their explicitly available
negative knowledge. In an on-going study, the PTT is applied in a quasi-longitudinal
design comparing three groups of employees in banks, drawing on the assumption of
ten years of necessary preparation for gaining expert level. Novices (i.e. those with less
than two years of professional experience) are compared with semi-experts (up to ten
years of professional experience) and experts (i.e. those with more than ten years of
professional experience). The goal of the study is to assess negative knowledge of the
subjects and to analyze its roles at different phases of professional life.
Another approach is to conduct longitudinal studies with a repeated measurement
of negative knowledge with the same subjects. Such an approach is in particularly
promising during phases of professional life when vocational experience is collected
within a new or a radically changed work environment. In the sense of an initially
peripheral (Billett 2001; Lave and Wenger 1991), yet center-oriented participation, it
is plausible that in these cases the development of expertise depends upon a
continued accumulation of workplace specific knowledge through a large number of
micro-learning processes. These reflect how the new professional environment and
its challenges are tackled. Because of the increased need to avoid and cope with own
errors during that time, the functions of negative knowledge that were hypothesized,
in particular certainty and reflexivity, seem to be crucial for the development of
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expertise. Concrete knowledge about what to avoid within all circumstances in a
professional context may be evident and trivial for an expert. Yet, as illustrated in the
earlier pediatrics example, a basic “negative framework” comprising such “don’ts”
might be crucial as an orientation system for the professional guidance of a novice.
The introduced foci are just a few examples among a large variety of research
perspectives and questions to be addressed by means of applying the negative
knowledge concept in the context of workplace learning. Other approaches could, for
example, tie in with ongoing sociocultural discussions and could ask to which degree
negative knowledge is part of the shared knowledge of a work group or company. This
again could be investigated in relation to the company’s error-culture, to existing
routines of error-communication or to processes and opportunities of collaborative
reflection.
Conclusion
In our contribution, we have explored the explanative potential of the concept of
negative knowledge for understanding professional development and expertise. The
goal was to offer this concept as a new conceptual tool that allows analyses of
professionals’ knowledge, action, and learning. We propose that negative knowledge
is an important part of professionals’ knowledge serving important functions in work
contexts, such as: (1) providing certainty, (2) improving efficient action, and (3)
fostering reflexivity. From our analysis of conceptions of negative knowledge, we
concluded that it can be well integrated in existing theoretical models of professional
knowledge and learning. However, it has an added explanative potential that goes
beyond these existing theories, therefore justifying its introduction as a new concept.
This added value of the concept of negative knowledge lies in opening up new
perspectives within research in learning from errors and expertise. Finally, we
outline a research agenda of current or planned studies that aim to underpin our
claims about the beneficial effects of negative knowledge and about its added value.
The propositions advanced here have implications for the design of vocational
and professional education programs. As stated, negative knowledge is expected to
emerge from error episodes that are experienced and analyzed through reflection.
Therefore, to support such learning to happen in work contexts, vocational education
programs should give trainees opportunities to experience authentic, complex and
challenging errors, to learn from them and to thus build up negative knowledge. An
interesting approach in this respect is error management training (Keith and Frese
2005; Nordstrom et al. 1998). In this form of training, errors are encouraged and
consciously utilized as an integral part of learning processes. Studies have shown the
beneficial effects of this form of training in terms of actual performance after the
training, especially when complex tasks are to be developed (Keith and Frese 2005).
The concept of negative knowledge and the error management training approach
could be fruitfully combined in different ways. On the practical level, trainees could
be asked to keep negative knowledge-diaries where they write down lessons learned
from error episodes. Putting together these “what not to do”—statements from a
whole courses’ diaries could result in a “guidebook to catastrophe”, similar to the
above-mentioned example from the Nepalese hospital. On the scientific level,
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negative knowledge could add to the theoretic foundation of error management
training and provide an additional possibility to empirically assess its effects.
In suggesting possibilities for how the general concept of negative knowledge can
be fruitfully related to existing concepts and their empirical investigation, we draw
on the general assertion of other theorists that negativity is a constitutive and central
element of learning processes in general (English 2005). Thus, we hope to encourage
the consideration of the idea in wider educational discourses.
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